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proceeding. Thread starter milo Start date Jun 5, Joined Jun 5, I don't actually take delivery of
the vehicle for a few months but I know I would like a little more power. Now, I don't really want
to void the warranty because to be honest it's a VW it's going to have problems I have 4. So I
have been looking into the tuning box options. Thank you, Nathan. I just want to tell you that
putting a power box in your new car is not a good idea. What you should do instead is to get a
real reflash of the ecu unit â€” new tuned software that will be overwriting the old software in
the computer. This way all the technical in the engine is being taken care of, even the gear
ratios. Only a reflash of the ecu will take care of all the security functions in the ecu. Another
thing is that the power box is visible â€” the reflash is not visible in the car. The DieselPower
tuning box has been problem free for me. The power is incredible, and the customer support by
the company is awesome. I have the pro box on my '06 Jetta and love it. My car has been in the
shop three times for warranty work or oil changes and removing the power box is no big deal. I
strongly recommend it. Bugzilla Well-known member. Much more power and soot.
Recommended setting is C. Of course I am running F Balls to the Wall. Fuel efficiency is a hard
one for me. More power usually means you drive it harder, which means less fuel economy. But
if you baby it you can expect probably mpg more than you were getting. And depending on what
color car you have, you can probably count on washing it ever 1 or 2 weeks to get the additional
soot of the rear end. Forman Active member. Bugzilla said:. How bad is the smoke on the mid to
low levels of the Digi PD box? I'd like to add one to the wife's car, but she'll balk at heavy
smoke. Overfueling also isn't the best for mpg or longevity either so I'm thinking level C or
below. The only extra smoke I noticed with the wireless box was when I would first start up the
car, and when I was racing with it. There wasn't very much extra to wash off the bumper. There
is quite a bit more with the pro-box, but my foot has also gotten much heavier with the pro-box.
Coast2Coast Veteran Member. Im about to take home a TDI, manual gear box, package 2, with 9,
miles i live in NY it has to have over to register it probally gonna have it in a week or so. Also
where can i get one. The Box installs in minutes. You twist apart the injector harness on the
engine, and twist the Digi PD module in-line. The result is uneventful at first. I started the car
and didn't notice anything different. I was expecting something- like difficulty starting, slight
stumble or higher idle- something to tell me I have upgraded the car. But Nothing. But when I
pulled into traffic, I felt the extra surge of power. It is steady from all RPM ranges and the
transmission shifting points seem better suited to the increased power the 2nd to 3rd gear
ratios seem a bit tall for stock power. The best way to summerize it is that the increased power
raises the engine performance up to the handling performance of the car. It feels much more
like a package now. The transmission shifts less with the added torque. This is at setting "C". I
have gone to "D" and felt an increase over "C", but I am still breaking in the car almost miles
now and have not gone above "D". I have surprised a couple of drivers already, including a
Subaru WRX who must have short shifted thinking that I was not up to the task. But I stuck with
him up to the century mark until he realized he was in trouble, then he smoked me. But at least I
surprised him for a few seconds With a chip this would entail swapping ECU's. When I am bad it
has only dropped to 35 mpg. Shiftiing manually at or below rpm gets the best mileage. But,
during break-in I read here to keep rpm's over Smoke is no more than stock. I have always had
"Q" cars- cars that look harmless but pack a good punch. This is what you get with the Digi PD.
I would recommend it to you if you want to maintain the warranty and have the extra power the
car's handling capability needs. Last edited: Jun 10, Good response F1. Sounds good the
tuning box my only question is why is your gas milleage so low? Or do you drive hard i drive
pretty hard some times If i am planning to do further tuning would it be better for me to get a
chip? Where can i buy the tuning box? I put a Downpayment on the TDI today and will pick it up
in 10 days to 14 days! Coast2Coast, My gas mileage hasn't been that bad With the tuning box, I
was still getting 44mpg, that was with a few rounds of drag racing, mostly hwy, and some city
driving. So I don't think you have much to worry about in that regard. Enjoy your new car, they
are lots of fun! According to some vetran posts , it is because of the added power of this
engine, and the added weight of this car. We have two TDI wagons in the family and driving
them hard I get mpg. I only have miles on it, and I have not done a purely highway loop. But, the
car is much more refined, it is larger, and it is safer than the car. If the added 10 mpg is very
important, a good used might be a good choice. But, they are selling at a premium now. Joe is a
nice guy- I spoke to him briefly- and he has gotten a good reputation for the quality of his
product and his customer service. I read the digi power post, the product seems great!. With teh
Digi how much boost does it run? Also is there some sort of on off switch for the chip? I had Jet

Force V's in the past and as long as you were stopped at a warm idle you could turn the chip on
and off, obviously turning it off while in motion was a terrible idea. Does the Digi have an on off
function? Also, i know the guy who i am getting the car from, i had to go used to get a because
of the stupid NY laws with TDI's he said he is getting 51 mixed mostly highway with the car. Just
to throw out the MPG figures, i drive a bit harder but i plan to curb that to join the contest! I
hope to see you all at the TDI fest, i know im taking the drive to head out there in the fall! Only
Injector timing. Its amazing what power you get from changing the injector timing. It is also
safer than messing with the boost. If you want to disable it, you just unplug the serial cable from
it and throw it in the glovebox. No need to undo the injector harnesses. I guess if i add the fact
that i have to buy a boostvalve and a boost gauge to make the chip safe and to tune the boost
valve im talking the same price anyways. Now is the upgraded power of the chip vs. The serial
cable is on the Digi PD box itself. The injector harness connects to the Digi PD thru a serial port
and cable. If you unscrew the cable and remoe the Box, the car will run like stock. The major
factor I was concerned about was voiding the warranty. I can easily remove the Digi PD box and
cables when I take it to the dealer. With the chip, you cannot, unless you get a spare CPU to
swap out. This is an added cost. I chose to give up some power for the sake of the warranty.
Lightflyer1 Top Post Dawg. Last edited: Jun 16, The wireless PD version has settings a through
f. The wired version is even better if you are lucky enough to have it work on a It moves! I'm
looking at this here and maybe I should do more research but I see mentioned above a
difference in the tunning box. One is wireless and one is not. Can anyone give me a quick
explanation of the difference? You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies
to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
There are only two new cars in the U. When rolls around and more stringent emissions
requirements finish phasing in, we may find ourselves with just the Benz. Mercedes has shown
us its particulate-filter-equipped and compliant E BlueTec , but Volkswagen hasn't revealed
what it's doing to comply with the stricter standards. Presumably, VW will follow Mercedes and
add similar technology to clean up the exhaust; however, VW has conceded that a diesel Jetta
might not be ready here by the beginning of the year. If VW diesels are your bag, you're not
entirely out of luck. The German automaker may stockpile Jetta TDIs, which it will sell into the
calendar year until a true, emissions-compliant model is ready. In September , we pitted a Jetta
TDI of the previous generation against its gas-sipping competition , and although the Jetta
wasn't the quickest or most fuel efficient of the bunch, it offered a nearly gas-like experience
while delivering 42 mpg on our highway loop and 33 mpg around town. The same
fuel-conscious hp, 1. Now in its fifth generation, the Jetta has grown in size, refinement,
sophistication, and price. So the question before us now is: How does the Jetta acquit itself
when it has only half the horsepower? If you're not interested in stoplight drag races, there's
very little that says diesel about the TDI. There is a trace of turbo lag from a stop, which can be
seen in the longish The Jetta's pound-feet of torque and optional six-speed dual-clutch Direct
Shift Gearbox keep the power available and give the impression that there are more than horses
underhood. In park, the only telltale that you're in a diesel Jetta is the rpm redline on the
tachometer and the glow-plug light â€” it looks like a fusilli noodle â€” that briefly illuminates
when you start the engine. There's no waiting for the glow plugs â€” just hop in and turn the
key. When the engine is cold, a bit of diesel clatter can be heard from inside the cabin, but once
the engine is warm, there is mostly a mellow hum with only the slightest hint of the
characteristic percolator-like gurgling. At idle it's a bit louder than the gas Jettas we've tested.
At speed, the engine note moves into the background to the tune of 68 decibels at 70 mph â€”
two more than the regular Jetta and two less than the GLI. Don't tell your passengers they're in
a diesel and it's unlikely they'll ever suspect there is anything unusual about your Jetta. Since
diesel pumps are inevitably coated in diesel fuel, they might wonder why you smell like a
trucker, but that's not the car's fault. Despite our alpha driver tendencies â€” gotta be in front,
gotta be in front â€” the TDI returned 36 mpg,
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which translates into a heady mile range the EPA highway number of 42 mpg equals miles
between stops. The Jetta TDI is so adept at hiding its weird side that hybrid cross-shoppers
who revel in the statement and odd nature of their vehicles might be turned off by its
unabashedly carlike personality. Volkswagen's diesel is an affordable, fuel-efficient car â€”
never a hybrid spaceship â€” yet it retains enough diesel traits to keep things interesting. We're
hoping VW finds a way to keep selling it. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search.
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